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Abstract

The two-dimensional knapsack problem consists in packing a set of small rectangular items into a
given large rectangle while maximizing the total reward associated with selected items. We restrict
our attention to packings that emanate from a k-stage guillotine-cut process. We introduce a
generic model where a knapsack solution is represented by a flow in a directed acyclic hypergraph.
This hypergraph model derives from a forward labeling dynamic programming recursion that
enumerates all non-dominated feasible cutting patterns. To reduce the hypergraph size, we make
use of further dominance rules and a filtering procedure based on Lagrangian reduced costs fixing
of hyperarcs. Our hypergraph model is (incrementally) extended to account for explicit bounds on
the number of copies of each item. Our exact forward labeling algorithm is numerically compared to
solving the max-cost flow model in the base hyper-graph with side constraints to model production
bounds. Benchmarks are reported on instances from the literature and on datasets derived from
a real-world application.

Keywords: Cutting and Packing, Dynamic Programming, Lagrangian Filtering, Reduced-Cost
Fixing

1. Introduction

The two-dimensional rectangular knapsack problem (2KP) consists in packing or cutting a set
of small rectangles, each with a given profit, into a given rectangular sheet in order to maximize
the total profit associated with cut pieces. Industrial applications arise when paper, glass, steel,
or any other material has to be cut from large pieces of raw material. More formally, we assume
a set of small rectangular items I and a rectangular piece of stock material (stock sheet/plate)
of width W and height H. Each item i P I has a profit pi, a width wi, a height hi and has a
maximum production demand di. The problem is to cut items orthogonally from the initial stock
sheet in such a way that items do not overlap and the total profit of the cut items is maximum.

The literature reports on several 2KP variants emanating from different industrial contexts.
The most common of these variants is to perform “guillotine cuts“ on the stock sheet: cuts go from
one edge of the stock sheet to the opposite edge and have to be parallel to an edge of the stock
piece (see Figure 1 for an illustration). Another typical constraint is to limit the number of cuts
needed to produce an item. A problem is called “k-stage” when an item has to be cut using at most
k successive guillotine cuts. If there are no stage restrictions, the problem is said to be “any-stage”.
At the last cutting stage of a “k-stage” problem variant, if an additional cut is allowed only to
separate an item from a waste area, the problem is said to be “with trimming” or “non-exact” (see
Figure 1). If such extra cut is not allowed, the problem is “exact“. An additional constraint is to
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restrict the set of possible lengths for a cut. A cut is “restricted” if its length must be equal to
the height hi or the width wi of some item i P I. Finally, when there are no upper bounds on the
number of times the items can be cut (i.e. di “ `8,@i P I), the 2KP is “unbounded”, otherwise its
is “bounded”. Item “rotation” can be permitted, by which we mean permuting the value of height
and width. For more clarity the following notations are used to characterize the versions of the
problem considered:

• C (resp. U) indicates that the demand of each item is bounded (resp. unbounded)

• NR means that cut lengths are non-restricted and non-exact, NRE that cuts are non-
restricted and exact, R that cuts are restricted non-exact and RE means restricted exact

• k is an integer which corresponds to the maximum number of stage, while 8 is associated
to the any-stage variant

• f (resp. r) does not permit item rotation (resp. permit item rotation)

For example, using notation C-2KP-RE-4,f (resp. U-2KP-R-8,r) refers to the bounded restricted
exact 4-stage problem variant without item rotation (resp. the unbounded restricted non-exact
any-stage problem with item rotation).
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Figure 1: Guillotine (a) and non guillotine (b) cutting patterns. Exact (c) and non-exact (d) 2-
stage guillotine cutting patterns. In configuration (d), an extra cut (trimming) has to be performed
to obtain items 2 and 5

The two dimensional knapsack problem is the subject of a large number of scientific papers.
Pioneering work goes back to Gilmore and Gomory [6], where a dynamic program for C-2KP-
NR-2,f is proposed. Although this program is efficient for the two-stage version, the enumeration
growth too large when the number of stages increases. In order to keep a manageable state
space size for the C-2KP-NR-8,f, Christofides and Whitlock [3] introduced dominance rules to
remove duplicated patterns using symmetry breaking and cut ordering. Beasley [1] investigated
U-2KP-NR-k,f and U-2KP-NR-8,f designing generic recurrence relations to enumerate all possible
cutting patterns. Nowadays using dynamic programming with reduction rules for the U-2KP-NR-
8,f provides good quality solutions, as outlined by Russo et al. [19].

Dynamic programming is a natural choice for the unbounded case but it does not extend easily
to the bounded case. To our knowledge, the best performance on C-2KP-NR-8,f were obtained
by Dolatabadi et al. [5], using a dynamic program combined with an implicit enumeration of
patterns. The method proceeds by trial-and-error on the objective value estimate, assuming a
threshold value to be a valid lower bound. Feasible cutting patterns are enumerated by a recursive
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method, using the threshold value to fathom branches of the tree. The threshold value is then
decreased until a feasible solution is found.

When the number of stages is limited to two or three, Integer Linear Programming (ILP) is
a powerful tool. Lodi and Monaci [12] proposed ILP models for C-2KP-R-2,f. Their decision
variables consist of assignments of items to strips and strips to the plate. They strengthen their
models with linear inequalities to remove symmetries. They handled several problem variants,
tuning their approach to those cases. In the context of a column generation approach to two-
dimensional cutting-stock problems, Puchinger and Raidl [17] extend ILP formulations proposed
by Lodi and Monaci [12] to handle three-stage problem. A stronger model for the 2KP problem
was proposed in Vanderbeck [22] based on Dantzig-Wolfe reformulation; it is solved by column
generation.

Problem C-2KP-NR-k,f was also handled through a graph model in Morabito and Arenales
[16]: an AND-OR graph representation is used, where an OR vertex represents a sub-plate, while
an AND vertex represents a cutting decision producing several sub-plates; it gave rise to two
procedures, a branch-and-bound and a depth-first search heuristic with hill-climbing. AND-OR
graphs are equivalent to so-called decision hypergraphs, which provide a simple and understand-
able representation for a recursive two-dimensional cutting process. Using hypergraph-based ILP
models for 2KP problems can be seen as an instantiation of the generic procedure of Martin et al.
[14] to the dynamic program of Beasley [1]. In Martin et al. [14], a simple procedure is described
to formulate specific dynamic programs as max-cost flow problems in a hypergraph, which can
be modelled as ILPs. Then, it is straightforward to add bound constraints to such formulations.
However, adding those side-constraints makes the problem harder to solve, since integrality of the
LP relaxation is lost in general. This technique is also used implicitly by Valério de Carvalho
[21] and Macedo et al. [13] for the one-dimensional and two-dimensional cutting-stock problems
respectively.

In this paper, this general methodology is applied to solve two-dimensional guillotine cutting
problems, and we consider several methods to solve the resulting max-cost flow problem with
side-constraints in an hypergraph. Our main contribution is to extend to hypergraphs, some
acceleration techniques used in the literature for solving (constrained) shortest path problems.

When directed acyclic graphs are considered, an efficient way to handle side-constraints in
max-cost flow problems is to add them incrementally in the problem, only if they are violated in
the current solution. Such method is called Decremental State Space Relaxation (see for example
Martinelli et al. [15]). It boils down to solving incrementally a dynamic program by label setting.
An enhancement consists in using a variable fixing procedure (or filtering procedure) to speed up
solution time (see Irnich et al. [11] and Detienne et al. [4]). Although these methods proved their
strength on graphs, applying them to large hypergraphs is not straightforward. In this paper, we
show how they can be adapted to this case.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. First, we present a formal dynamic programming
based approach for unbounded 2KPs. The hypergraph representation that emanates from this
dynamic program is then detailed along with the related flow formulation. This flow formulation
is inspired from the max-cost flow problem obtained by the generic procedure of Martin et al.
[14]. We pursue by explaining how to filter hyperarcs to accelerate the solving method. Finally
we provide a global description of two exact methods based on label-setting algorithms to solve
bounded 2KPs. To validate our approaches, we run numerical experiments on problem instances
from the literature and real-life instances. We also perform comparisons with best known methods
from the literature as well. We shall use the C-2KP-RE-4,r as a support to our explanations,
which corresponds to a real-world setting. Nevertheless, all our approaches are generic and easily
applicable to other 2KP variants.

2. A dynamic program for the unbounded 2KP

We present here a dynamic program to enumerate implicitly the set of all cutting patterns
that are feasible for a given stock sheet. The production of an item is unbounded. Our dynamic
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program is an adaptation to C-2KP-RE-4,f of the recursion of Beasley [1]. Furthermore, we develop
preprocessing techniques to reduce the number of states of the dynamic program.

2.1. A dynamic program for the U-2KP-RE-4,r
In a k-stage orthogonal cutting problem, a cut of level j, 1 ă j ă k has to be parallel to an

edge and orthogonal to cuts of levels j ´ 1 and j ` 1. We assume that the first cut is along the
height H of the stock piece. Note also that because cuts are restricted, each cut length has to be
equal to the height or the width of an item in I.

Given a plate of size pw, hq and a stage j P t1, . . . , 4u, let pw, hqj be the state related to cutting
the plate from stage j. While we denote by {pw, hqj a related situation, where it is mandatory to
cut an item with the next cut. For a given state s, let Upsq be the maximum profit/utility that
can be obtained from this state. Our goal is to compute UppW,Hq1q, which defines the optimal
value that can be obtained when a plate of size pW,Hq is considered from stage 1. The set of all
possible cutting patterns considering four stages of cuts is generated by the following recurrence
relations:

Uppw, hq1q “ maxt0, max
iPI:hiďh,wiďw

tUp {pw, hiq2q ` Uppw, h´ hiq
1quu (1)

Uppw, hq2q “ maxt0, max
iPI:hiďh,wiďw

tUp {pwi, hq3q ` Uppw ´ wi, hq
2quu (2)

Uppw, hq3q “ maxt0, max
iPI:hiďh,wiďw

tUp {pw, hiq4q ` Uppw, h´ hiq
3quu (3)

Up {pw, hq2q “ max
iPI:hi“h,wiďw

tpi ` Uppw ´ wi, hq
2qu (4)

Up {pw, hq3q “ max
iPI:wi“w,hiďh

tpi ` Uppw, h´ hiq
3qu (5)

Up {pw, hq4q “ maxt0, max
iPI:hi“h,wiďw

tpi ` Up {pw ´ wi, hq4quu . (6)

Note that in a state pw, hqj , it is always possible to transform a plate into waste (as it is modelled
by maxt0, .u); while in a state {pw, hqj , it is mandatory to cut an item first. At stage 4, either one
cuts an item, or any other cut produces waste. The above equations are defined for the initial item
set I. When rotation is allowed, one can replace I with Ī “ I Y ti1 : h1i “ wi, w

1
i “ hi,@i P Iu.

2.2. Hypergraph representation of the dynamic program
The dynamic program (1)-(6) allows one to represent the set of all cutting patterns, when the

demand of each item is unbounded. According to the paradigm of Martin et al. [14], the search
of a maximum cost cutting pattern using this dynamic program is equivalent to the search for a
max-cost flow in the corresponding directed acyclic hypergraph with a single sink. This formalism
is equivalent to the AND-OR representation of Morabito and Arenales [16]. The hypergraph
formalism is prefered in this paper, since it allows to use classical network-flow models.

This directed acyclic hypergraph is denoted by G0 “ pV0,A0q. The vertex set V0 is composed
of all states from the previous dynamic program but also of so-called boundary states that are used
for initialization of the recursion and which correspond to single item or waste. These boundary
states are the sources of the hypergraph. Its sink, denoted by t, corresponds to state pW,Hq1,
i.e. it stands for the stock sheet. Each hyperarc a has a head set Hpaq, which contains a unique
vertex, and a tail set T paq, which contains one or more vertices. In fact T paq is a multiset as a
given vertex v can occur more than once. Formally, a hyperarc a represents a cutting decision
that turns state (i.e. plate) v P Hpaq into states (i.e. sub-plates) in v P T paq. The hyperarc set
A0 contains the set of all those cutting decisions. An example of a hypergraph is given in Figure
2.
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p5, 7q1

p5, 4q1

p5, 3q1
p5, 1q1

{p5, 4q2

{p3, 4q2

{p1, 4q2

{p5, 3q2

{p2, 3q2 ab

Figure 2: The original hypergraph related to a plate of size p5, 7q and three items: 2 item a of
size p2, 4q et 1 item b of size p3, 3q. Rotations are not permitted and only two cutting stages are
allowed, therefore states of level 2 are only {pw, hq states. The waste vertex and related hyperarcs
are not represented.

The dynamic program (1)-(6) can be easily solved to optimality by recursion using Bellman’s
method. Equivalently, using our hypergraph representation, the optimal solution can obtained by
a forward traversal of the hypergraph vertices (i.e. crossing the hypergraph vertices in topological
order from its sources to its sink). More explicitly, considering each vertex v P V0 in topological
order, we compute its maximum cost flow value Upvq using:

Upvq “ max
aPΓ´pvq

t
ÿ

v1PT paq

Upv1qu (7)

where Γ´pvq represent the incoming hyperarc set of vertex v. While Upvq “ 0 for boundary
states representing waste, and Upvq “ pi for boundary states representing an item i. This forward
dynamic program provides the problem optimal solution UppW,Hq1q.

2.3. Hypergraph preprocessing
The hypergraph size determines the number of operations needed to solve the correspond-

ing dynamic program. Therefore, reducing the hypergraph size decreases the dynamic program
solution time. The following simplifications rules help us to reduce the hypergraph size.

The first simplification is an adaptation of the rule of Valério de Carvalho [21], which aimed
at removing symmetries in the one-dimensional cutting-stock problem. During the enumeration
of the set of all cutting patterns, some of them can be equivalent. Two cutting patterns c and c1
are symmetric if c is obtained from c1 by a sequence of swapping of same stage stripes. This type
of symmetry can be partially removed in the hypergraph representation. Practically speaking, for
each vertex v related to state pw, hqj , a value lv P N` is stored, which represents the largest cut
length that produced this state. Then we can remove hyperarcs Γ´pvq related to a cut of length
greater than lv. Although this technique does not exclude all possible symmetries, it reduces
significantly the size of the hypergraph.

Another simple rule, proposed by Christofides and Whitlock [3], is to merge states/vertices that
are associated with the same set of solutions. This is called the plate size reduction technique.
This also decreases the number of vertices as well as the number of hyperarcs in the hypergraph.

The next rule is dedicated to the restricted exact case. It is based on a reformulation of
recurrence relation (6). This equation models a one-dimensional knapsack problem. The latter
admits many symmetric solutions associated to different permutation of the position of the item
in the stripe. To avoid such symmetries we explicitly enumerate all possible solutions of the 1d-
knapsack problem and we create directly a hyperarc for each of these solutions. An advantage of
this enumeration is that it can account for upper bounds on the item production when the bounded
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case is considered. Let KPp {pw, hq4q be the set of all one-dimensional knapsack solutions related
to a plate {pw, hq4. Each solution is denoted by a set Î P KPp {pw, hq4q, where Î represents the set
of the items that are used in the solution. Hence, the recurrence relation (6) can be rewritten as:

Up {pw, hq4q “ max
ÎPKPp {pw,hq4q

t
ÿ

iPÎ

piu . (8)

Our last hypergraph preprocessing feature is more general. We developed a smoothing reduc-
tion that is inspired from the vertex and edge contraction that are used in graphs. Indeed, one
vertex which has only one incoming hyperarc can be removed from the hypergraph without any
loss of information, as illustrated in Figure 3. Let v be a vertex in V0. If v has only one incoming
hyperarc a, v and a are deleted from V0 and A0. Then, the tail set T paq is added to the tail
set T pa1q for all outgoing hyperarcs a1 P Γ`pvq, where Γ`pvq represents the outgoing hyperarcs of
vertex v.

v

u x

y z

(a)

v

u

y z

(b)

Figure 3: Hypergraph before and after vertex contraction. Vertex x has only one incoming hyper-
arc and then is deleted.

3. A direct ILP formulation for the bounded 2KP

As proposed by Martin et al. [14], the hypergraph representation underlying the dynamic
programming recursion can give rise to an ILP flow-model. This ILP model can be augmented
with side-constraints which allow us to enforce bounds in production if need be. A solution
to the dynamic program is a selection of hyperarcs that gave rise to the maximum value in
Bellman’s recursive formula (7). This selection of hyperarcs forms a directed acyclic hypergraph.
Equivalently this combinatorial structure can be identified as the set of arcs carrying a flow of
max-cost value into the sink node. Therefore solving the dynamic program is equivalent to solve
a max-cost flow problem in this hypergraph. One can derive an ILP formulation for this flow
problem. However the formulation has pseudo-polynomial size as is the size of the hypergraph.

The formulation is in terms of integer variables xa representing the flow value going through
hyperarc a P A0. Let A0piq be the set of hyperarcs whose tail sets include a boundary node
representing item i P I. The vector of variables xa, a P A0 is denoted by x. The ILP formulation
takes the form:

max
ÿ

iPI
pi

ÿ

aPA0piq

xa (9)

s.t.
ÿ

aPΓ´pvq

xa ´
ÿ

a1PΓ`pvq

xa1 “ 0, @v P V0zttY I YHu (10)

ÿ

aPΓ´ptq

xa “ 1 (11)

xa P N, @a P A0 (12)
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Objective function (9) aims to maximize the total profit of the selected items. Constraints (10)
are classical flow conservation constraints. They ensure that a valid pattern is built. Constraint
(11) ensures that the total flow coming to the sink vertex t is one and thus that only one plate is
used. Based on the results of Martin et al. [14], if x variables are unbounded, all extreme points of
(9)-(12) are integer. This implies that integrality restriction of x variables can be relaxed. Note
that the flow value going through hyperarc although integer can be larger than 1 as illustrated in
Figure 4.

v

u x

y z t

1

1 1

1 2 1

Figure 4: Representation of flow values going through hyperarcs

The ILP above can be adapted for the C-2KP-RE-4,r by enforcing item production upper
bounds, adding the following constraints:

ÿ

aPA0piq

xa ď di, @i P I (13)

Constraint set (13) limits the number of item which is possible to cut (i.e. the sum of flow values
going through hyperarc set A0piq that cover item i should not exceed the item upper bound
di). Such bound enforcement constraints were also used in Valério de Carvalho [21] and Macedo
et al. [13] for the cutting stock problem. Note that when variables x are unbounded by adding
side-constraints to the model, the integrality of the LP model relaxation optimal solution is not
guaranteed anymore, and therefore one needs to tackle the integer problem which is much harder
to solve.

4. Lagrangian filtering

The size of the ILP model (9)-(13) grows too large to be solved directly by commercial solver as
soon as one gets on realistic instances. Hence, in addition to the above preprocessing techniques,
we implement so-called Lagrangian cost filtering (or simply filtering). The procedure aims to fix
a large number of variables to zero by proving that they cannot be part of an optimal solution.
The technique has proved to be a key asset in solving routing or scheduling problems, when
using (constrained shortest) path problems as Lagrangian subproblems (see Irnich et al. [11]). In
our hypergraph approach, this allows us to remove a large number of hyperarcs. To introduce
the technique, we present a the simple case of a directed acyclic graph. Our original contribution
consists in extending the methodology to hypergraphs. As filtering relies on Lagragian multipliers,
we developed several techniques to obtain those multipliers.

4.1. Standard resource constrained longest path problem
The Resource Constrained Longest Path Problem (RCLPP) entails finding a path from a source

s to a sink t in a directed acyclic graph G “ pV,Aq with maximum cost, while obeying a threshold
constraint on the cumulative resource consumption. Considering R resources, such cumulative
consumption to not exceed is given by a vector W “ pW1, . . . ,WRq. Let wa “ pw1

a, . . . , w
R
a q
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be the resource consumption vector of arc a P A (where wra represents the amount of resource r
consumed by arc a), while ca is its cost. Using variables xa “ 1 if the arc a P A is in the solution,
0 otherwise, an ILP formulation to the RCLPP is given by:

max
ÿ

aPA
caxa (14)

s.t.
ÿ

aPΓ´pjq

xa ´
ÿ

aPΓ`pjq

xa “ 0, @j P VztsY tu (15)

ÿ

aPΓ´ptq

xa “ 1 (16)

ÿ

aPA
wraxa ďWr, @r P t1, 2, . . . , Ru (17)

xa P t0, 1u, @a P A (18)

Observe the similarity of the above RCLPP formulation and our formulation given in (9)-(13).
Filtering for the RCLPP is performed as follows. One applies a Lagrangian relaxation of the

resource constraints (17) with Lagrangian multipliers π and one derives the associated Lagrangian
bound Lpπq by solving the resulting longest path problem:

L̃pπq “ max

#

ÿ

aPA
pca ´

ÿ

rPt1,2,...,Ru

πrw
r
aqxa `

ÿ

rPt1,2,...,Ru

πrWr s.t. (15)-(16) and (18)

+

.

The Lagrangian dual problem consists in adjusting the Lagrangian multipliers π to get the tightest
Lagrangian bound Lpπq: solving minπ Lpπq. This can be done approximatively using for instance
a subgradient approach. At each iteration of such subgradient algorithm, one can perform filtering
to remove arcs from the network. Observe that the longest path solution that yields Lpπq defines
a unit flow from origin s to destination t in our directed acyclic graph G “ pV,Aq: the flow value
going through an arc is simply 0 or 1.

The above longest path problem can be solved by a label setting algorithm using Bellman’s
equations:

Ũπpvq “ max
aPΓ´pvq

#

ŨπpT paqq ` pca ´
ÿ

rPt1,2,...,Ru

πrw
r
aq

+

.

The Ũπptq values are the so-called forward labels. Note that in the case of directed acyclic graph,
T paq and Hpaq sets contain only one vertex. Symmetrically, one can implement a backward
labelling algorithm to compute C̃πpvq that denotes the reverse longest path from t to v:

C̃πpvq “ max
aPΓ`pvq

#

C̃πpHpaqq ` pca ´
ÿ

rPt1,2,...,Ru

πrw
r
aq

+

.

Then, using the above longest path values, one can evaluate the cost of the best path which
contains arc a for any given arc a P A:

F̃πpaq “ ŨπpT paqq ` pca ´
ÿ

rPt1,2,...,Ru

πrw
r
aq ` C̃

πpHpaqq `
ÿ

rPt1,2,...,Ru

πrWr .

Now assume a given lower bound value LBRCLPP on the RCLPP problem. Then for each
arc a P A which does not take part in any optimal solution, one can try to filter it out: if
F̃πpaq ă LBRCLPP , arc a can be removed from the network, or equivalently, its associated variable
xa can be set to 0. Indeed, if this condition holds, this implies that the best value of a longest
path which contains a is worst than a known incumbent solution associated to our lower bound.
An illustration is provided in Figure 5. Thus, at a given iteration of the subgradient method, one
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calls both the forward labelling procedure in order to compute the longest path from the source
s to any node v and its value Ũπpvq,@v P V, and the forward labelling procedure to compute
C̃πpvq,@v P V. Then for each arc a P A, one computes F̃πpaq and compare this value LBRCLPP ,
removing the arc if the test allows it.

s

t

v u
a

Ũπpvq
C̃πpuq

Figure 5: Filtering representation on graph for a given Lagrangian multiplier vector π. If the best
value of a path which contains a, Ũπpvq ` pca ´

ř

rPt1,2,...,Ru πrw
r
aq ` C̃

πpuq `
ř

rPt1,2,...,Ru πrWr,
is lower than a best known lower bound LBRCLPP , arc a can be removed from the graph.

4.2. Extension to the case of a hypergraph
In directed acyclic graph, the generic network flow problem formulation can be expressed in

term of binary variables. In a hypergraph however, the flow variables are integer. Moreover, one
must consider the way flows are recombined in a hyperarc, which leads to a different mode of
computation of the C values.

Consider the hypergraph flow model (9)-(13). Applying a Lagrangian relaxation on constraints
(13) with multipliers π leads to the Lagrangian subproblem:

Lpπq “ max

#

ÿ

iPI
ppi ´ πiq

ÿ

aPA0piq

xa `
ÿ

iPI
πidi s.t. (10)-(12)

+

Just as in the case of the longest path in a graph, the computation of the Lagrangian bound on
hypergraphs can be performed by a forward dynamic program starting from the sources to the
unique sink. For a given v P V0, we have:

Uπpvq “ max
aPΓ´pvq

#

ÿ

v1PT paq

Uπpv1q

+

.

Note that there is no cost on the hyperarc in our case as the cost carries only on the boundary states
that are the tail nodes of hyperarcs in A0piq. Hence, costs are modeled by a proper initialization
of the U values: value of states Uπpiq, i P I are set to pi ´ πi.

Deriving Cπ values is more complex in the hypergraph case. Let Cπpvq be the maximum cost
of a flow when v P V0 is a hypergraph source. Cπpvq is an evaluation of the remaining cost to the
sink t. It is defined as follows:

Cπpvq “ max
aPΓ`pvq

#

CπpHpaqq `
ÿ

v1PT paq

Uπpv1q ´ Uπpvq

+

As T paq is a multiset, it is mandatory to sum up all Uπpv1q, v1 P T paq and then to subtract Uπpvq.
This is implied by the fact that v can occur more than once in T paq. The standard computation
of Cπpvq values is performed by a backward dynamic program once the forward recursion on Uπ
has been performed.

Once Uπ and Cπ values are obtained, filtering is implemented as follows. Contrary to directed
acyclic graphs, we evaluate the cost of a solution which includes a hyperarc with a flow value of at
least 1. This difference comes from the fact that in our hypergraph flow, variables are integer and
not binary as in the longest path problem in a simple graph. Let Fπpaq be the maximum cost of
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a flow solution containing hyperarc a P A0 carrying a flow of value at least one:

Fπpaq “
ÿ

vPT paq

Uπpvq ` CπpHpaqq `
ÿ

iPI
πidi .

Assume a valid lower bound value LB. If Fπpaq ă LB then hyperarc a cannot take part in any
solution of the problem that is better than the incumbent associated to LB, xa variable can be
fixed to 0 or equivalently hyperarc a can be removed from the hypergraph. An illustration is given
in Figure 6. Node that the impact of filtering depends on the quality of the lower bound value
LB, and the quality of the Lagrangian multipliers.

I

v

u

y

x

t

Uπpvq

Uπpuq

Uπpxq

a

Figure 6: Filtering representation on hypergraph. If the best value of a flow which contains at
least one time a, Uπpuq`Uπpvq`Cπpyq`

ř

iPI πidi, is lower than a best known lower bound LB,
hyperarc a can be removed from the hypergraph.

4.3. Optimizing Lagrangian multipliers
To adjust Lagrangian multiplier vector π, we use a subgradient algorithm, a column generation

or a column-and-row generation.

4.3.1. Using a subgradient algorithm
Our subgradient algorithm is standard (see Held et al. [8]). At each iteration j, for a given

multiplier vector πj , the Lagrangian bound Lpπjq is computed by solving the forward dynamic
program in which each item profit value pi is replaced with pi ´ πji . Then, vector π is updated
using

πj`1 “ πj ` α
pLpπjq ´ LBq

‖gj‖2
gj

where α is a fixed parameter in s0, 2s, LB is an incumbent solution value, while gj is a subgradient.
Specifically, gji represents the violation of (13) constraint for i P t1, ..., |I|u:

gji “
ÿ

aPA0piq

xja ´ di .

The subgradient procedure is stopped either after a finite number of iterations or when the best
problem dual bound (i.e. minj Lpπ

jq) has not been improved for a parametrized number of
iterations. Before each π update, filtering occurs on G0.

4.3.2. Using column generation
A second way to optimize Lagrangian multipliers π is to apply column generation to the

Dantzig-Wolfe reformulation of our ILP model given by (10)-(13). The master program assumes
a set J of cutting patterns which can be applied on the initial stock sheet. Each cutting pattern
j P J is defined by its cost cj and the number aij of items i P I cut into it. The cost of pattern
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j is simply the sum of the profits of the items that are cut: cj “
ř

iPI piaij . We define yj “ 1 if
pattern j is used, 0 otherwise. Using these definitions, our problem is rewritten as:

max
ÿ

jPJ
cjyj (19)

s.t.
ÿ

jPJ
yj “ 1 (20)

ÿ

jPJ
aijyj ď di, @i P I (21)

yj P t0, 1u, @j P J (22)

Our objective (19) is to find the combination of patterns of highest cost. Constraint (20) ensures
that only one pattern is selected and constraint set (21) requires that the selected pattern does
not imply item overproduction. Note that our definition of patterns allows for an overproduction.

As the size of J is exponential, it is not practical to enumerate all patterns j P J . Therefore,
a delayed column generation is used to solve the linear relaxation of model (19)-(22) which, in
this approach, defines the master program (denotedMPcg). A restricted master problem, denoted
RMPcg, is defined by a subset of patterns J̄ Ă J . To identify if a new pattern j should be added
into J̄ in the hope of improving the objective value, one solves a so-called pricing subproblem.
Its objective is the so-called reduced cost of a pattern: rj “ cj ´

ř

iPI aijπi where πi are duals
associated to constraints set (21) in the solution to RMPcg. This pricing problem is solved using
our forward dynamic program in which each item profit value pi is replaced with pi ´ πi.

4.3.3. Using row-and-column generation
The column generation procedure can show slow convergence, a drawback which we address by

using row-and-column instead. The latter approach can accelerate convergence thanks to better
recombination of previously generated pricing subproblem solutions (see Sadykov and Vanderbeck
[20]).

The method is applied to the LP relaxation of our ILP model given by (9)-(13), where (12)
are replaced by setting xa P R,@a P A0. Let LPcg be this linear program. At each iteration,
we solve LPcg with a restricted number of variables and constraints. The optimal dual values
associated with constraints (13) are then used to obtain a positive reduced cost pattern (using our
forward dynamic programming) as in the standard column generation approach of the previous
section. Then, the flow associated to the pattern is decomposed into its hyperarcs, and the latter
are added to the restricted formulation, if absent. Missing flow conservation constraints (10), in
which the added variables participate, are also added to the restricted formulation. The validity
of this algorithm follows from the fact that there exists a positive reduced cost variable xa if and
only if there is a positive reduced cost solution to the pricing problem (as proved in Sadykov and
Vanderbeck [20]). Filtering is then executed using dual values π associated with constraints (13).

5. A label setting algorithm for the bounded 2KP

Even after filtering, the size of our ILP-model is typically too large to be solved efficiently by
a general purpose MIP solver. The alternative approach considered here is to adapt our dynamic
programming solver to account for bounds on item production. This is done by extending the state
space by including the current production of each item. It results in an exponential growth of the
state space, which makes impractical a direct Bellman’s algorithm. However, specific techniques
have emerged in the the last decade to tackle such large size dynamic programs, specifically in the
literature on the Elementary Resource Constrained Shortest Path Problem (ERCSPP): so-called
label setting algorithms and Decremental State Space Relaxation (DSSR) (see e.g. Righini and
Salani [18] and Martinelli et al. [15]). These methods iteratively consider a sequence of dynamic
programs related to relaxations of some resource constraints. The state space is then enriched by
adding a currently violated resource constraint in the state space until a feasible solution is found.
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Below, we show how such approach can be adapted to our hypergraph flow problem. We
first describe the extension of our dynamic program to take into account the item upper bounds.
We highlight the definition of an extended label as well as the new form of dominance relations.
Finally, we explain how to use the labelling algorithm with DSSR strategy together with lagrangian
cost filtering to solve the C-2KP-RE-4,r problem to optimality.

5.1. Extending our dynamic program
We extend dynamic program (1)-(6) as follows. Given n “ |I|, each state is enriched with

a demand vector Q P Nn, that model item production bounds for the residual problem. Thus,
Uppw, h,Qqjq is the maximum value that can be obtained by cutting a plate of width w and height
h at guillotine stage number j, and producing at most Qi times each item i. The initial bound
vector D “ pd1, . . . , d|I|q is used for the initial state pW,H,Dq1. To ease the presentation, we
use the notation Q1 ´Q2 and Q1 `Q2 to indicate the component-wise difference and sum, and
Q1 ď Q2 to indicate that Q1i ď Q2i,@i P I. We also use bold-face notation i to indicate the vector
P t0, 1un with component i equal to 1 and the others to 0. Notation 0 refers to the vector with
all components equal to 0. The extended backward recursion takes the form:

UppW,H,Dq1q “ max
QďD

UppW,H,Qq1q (23)

Uppw, h,Qq1q “ max
!

0, max
iPI:hiďh,wiďw,

Q1iě1,Q1ďQ

tUp {pw, hi,Q1q2q ` Uppw, h´ hi,Q´Q1q1qu
)

(24)

Uppw, h,Qq2q “ max
!

0, max
iPI:hiďh,wiďw,

Q1iě1,Q1ďQ

tUp {pwi, h,Q1q3q ` Uppw ´ wi, h,Q´Q1q2qu
)

(25)

Uppw, h,Qq3q “ max
!

0, max
iPI:hiďh,wiďw,

Q1iě1,Q1ďQ

tUp {pw, hi,Q1q4q ` Uppw, h´ hi,Q´Q1q3qu
)

(26)

Up {pw, h,Qq2q “ max
iPI:hi“h,wiďw,

Qiě1

tpi ` Uppw ´ wi, h,Q´ iq2qu (27)

Up {pw, h,Qq3q “ max
iPI:wi“w,hiďh,

Qiě1

tpi ` Uppw, h´ hi,Q´ iq3qu (28)

Up {pw, h,Qq4q “ max
!

0, max
iPI:hi“h,wiďw,

Qiě1

tpi ` Up {pw ´ wi, h,Q´ iq4qu
)

(29)

In (23)-(26), all possible Q1 ď Q have to be considered, which means a doubly exponential
complexity for this dynamic program. As previously, rotation can be taken into account by
replacing I with Ī.

The hypergrah representation of this extended dynamic program entails an extended hyper-
graph, which we denote Gn “ pVn,Anq, where superscript n represents the dimension of pro-
duction vector Q. Note that hypergraph G0 “ pV0,A0q representing the unbounded dynamic
program is a projection of hypergraph Gn: a vertex vn P Vn corresponds to a state pw, h,Qqj or
to a state p {w, h,Qqj can be projected to vertex v0 P V0 corresponding to state pw, hqj or pyw, hqj
respectively. Thus every vertex vn P Vn can be denoted as pv0,Qq, where v0 is its projection into
the state space of (1)-(6). In the same way, an arc a0 P A0 is the projection of an arc an P An if
Hpa0q is the projection of vertex Hpanq, while each vertex in T panq has its respective projection
on a vertex in T pa0q. In the remainder, we refer to vertex or state interchangeably.

5.2. Forward labelling in the extended space
A forward labelling algorithm is a dynamic program implementation in which states are created

recursively as so-called labels starting from an empty solution. The motivation is to consider only
states that correspond to feasible partial solutions (i.e. reachable vertices of the state space). A
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feasible partial solution is defined by a label L that takes the form of a tuple ppL, v0
L,QLq, where

pL denotes the accumulated profit, v0
L P V0 is the plate-size status, and QL is the item production

quantity status. For a given vertex v0 P V0, let Lpv0q be the set of labels L such that v0
L “ v0. This

set is called a bucket. To a given label L, we can associate a vertex in the extended hypergraph:
vpLq :“ vnL “ pv

0
L,QLq P Vn. The reverse is also true because of the application of a dominance

principle as we explain next.
Some partial solutions (as defined by their label L) can be abandoned by application of a

dominance principle. A label L dominates another label L1 (denoted as L ľ L1) if one can
guarantee that any extension of L1 cannot be strictly better than the best extension of L. One
can easily derive sufficient conditions to guarantee this. In the sequel we consider two such
dominance rules. The weak dominance check, denoted as L ľweak L

1, consists in checking that
pL ě pL1 , v

0
L “ v0

L1 ,QL “ QL1 and the strong dominance check, denoted as L ľ L1, consists in
checking that pL ě pL1 , v

0
L “ v0

L1 ,QL ď QL1 . I.e., the weak dominance check is a special case of
the stronger check. Observe that both rules are to be applied within a label bucket for a fixed
node v0: i.e., a label may dominate another one only if both labels are in the same bucket. While
strong dominance is applied only in some algorithms, we maintain weak dominance at all time:
for a given hypergraph vertex vn “ pv0,Qq we can associate an unique label L “ Lpvnq, which is
that with the largest profit pL amongst all those with pv0

L,QLq “ pv
0,Qq.

Instead of explicitly generating Gn, our forward recursion is implemented in the projected
hypergraph G0 as follows. We initialize the recursion by defining the sources of the extended
hypergraph: they are the item labels ppi, v0, iq and the waste labels p0, v0,0q. Then, we recurse
on vertices v0 P V0 in topological order. For each vertex v0 P V0, we create only labels which
are extensions from existing labels in the buckets associated to predecessor nodes, using all arcs
a0 P Γ´pv0q to pursue the construction of these partial solutions in all possible ways. Observe,
indeed, that selecting a0 induces a recombination with partial solutions associated with each of
the tail nodes of a0. This is formalized below.

Given hyperarc a0 P Γ´pv0q, assume that T pa0q takes the explicit form tv0
1 , v

0
2 , . . . , v

0
ku where

the same vertex may occurs several times. Let

Enpa0q “ Lpv0
1q ˆ Lpv0

2q ˆ . . .ˆ Lpv0
kq (30)

be the set of possible recombinations of partial solutions that are induced by a0. An element
Enpa0q of Enpa0q is called an elementary collection. It consists in selecting a label for each tail
node in tv0

1 , v
0
2 , . . . , v

0
ku. Observe that one may select a different label for each copy of a node that

is repeated in the sequence: i.e., if Enpa0q “ p. . . , Lpv0
uq, . . . , Lpv

0
vq, . . .q P Enpa0q with v0

u “ v0
v ,

then Lpv0
uq needs not be equal to Lpv0

vq as each label is associated with its own way of cutting a
piece of size v0

u.
An elementary collection Enpa0q P Enpa0q (or using simpler notations E P Enpa0q) defines an

extension to another label L of the form

ppL, v
0
L,QLq “

˜

ÿ

L1PE

pL1 ,Hpa0q,
ÿ

L1PE

QL1

¸

. (31)

It is feasible if QL ď D. Such feasible transition E, building partial solution L, implicitly defines
a hyperarc an P An in the extended graph Gn with

T panq “ tpv0
L1 ,QL1quL1PE and Hpanq “ tpv0

L,QLqu . (32)

We denote by apLq, the above defined hyperarc an that records the predecessors to partial solution
L, while Epanq is the elementary collection of partial solutions that define the tail nodes of an.
Observe that vertex vn is in a bijective relation with a label L: as we are applying weak dominance,
one only conserves the best profit partial solution among those defined by state pv0

L,QLq. For
further reference, we define the arc-mapping Mnpa0q Ă An to be the set of hyperarcs an that
project onto a0: i.e.,

Mnpa0q “ tan P An : tv0
L1uL1PEpanq “ T pa0q and tv0

Lu “ Hpa0q for L “ LpHpanqqu . (33)
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Using these notations, the pseudo-code of our labelling algorithm is given in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1: Forward Labelling Algorithm for Hypergraph Gn

for v0 P V0 in topological order do
if Γ´pv0q “ H then

if v0 corresponds to an item i P I then Lpv0q Ð tppi, v
0, iqu

else Lpv0q Ð tp0, v0,0qu

else
for a0 P Γ´pv0q do

compute Enpa0q

for E P Enpa0q do
LÐ

`
ř

L1PE pL1 , v
0,
ř

L1PEQL1
˘

if Qn
L ď D then
Lpv0q Ð Lpv0q

Ť

tLu

Strong dominance check: Lpv0q Ð Lpv0qz
 

L1 : DL P Lpv0q, L ‰ L1, L ľ L1
(

return maxLPLptq pL for t being the sink of G0 and associated optimal solution S˚.

5.3. Decremental state space relaxation
Running the above forward labelling algorithm becomes quickly impractical even on medium

size instances, given the huge size of the extended state space. The strongly exponential growth
in the state space is induced by the production quantity status Q that is used to keep track of the
number of items that have been cut. However, in practice, only a subset of items are attractive
to the point that the optimizer tends to saturate the threshold on the item maximum production.
Hence, an active set strategy can be used that consists in trying to identify item production bounds
that are binding and keep track of those only in the production status: i.e., using a production
quantity vector Qm P Nm with m ă n, considering only a subset Im of items from I. The generic
strategy that underlies this state-space reduction method is known as Decremental State Space
Relaxation (DSSR). Such approach has proved to be efficient on C-2KP-NR-k,f (see Christofides
and Hadjiconstantinou [2]) and on Vehicle Routing Problems (see Righini and Salani [18] and
Martinelli et al. [15]) among others.

The technique works as follows. In the extended state space Sn the state associated to a label
is a pair pv,Qnq of dimension n`1 (n for the production vector and 1 for the vertex identification).
In the projected state space Sm, with m ă n, a state is defined by a pair pv,Qmq of dimension
m` 1 (m for the production vector). Then, the number of states to explore is reduced: the size of
state space Sn, defined by equations (23)-(29), is O

`

|V0| ¨Πn
i“1pdi ` 1q

˘

; while for its projection
in dimension m` 1, the size of the state space becomes O

`

|V0| ¨ΠiPImpdi ` 1q
˘

with |Im| “ m.
Working in the projected state space Sm amounts to considering a relaxation of our problem,

as one cannot guarantee the feasibility of the solution regarding demand constraints (13): some
partial solutions associated to a projected state pv,Qmq of Sm can yield an item production higher
than the demand for items i P IzIm. Although the optimal solution of the relaxation on Sm may
not be feasible, it provides a valid dual bound. But, interestingly, if the optimal solution in state
space Sm is feasible in state space Sn, then it is also optimal in Sn. Figure 7 pictures a mapping
of states sn P Sn into states sm P Sm, some are feasible, others are infeasible: the relation is
pv,Qnq Ñ pv,Qmq. Observe that our definitions of extensions (31), extended hyperarcs (32), and
mappings (33) can easily be recasted for any m with 0 ď m ď n, so are the associated definitions
of Empa0q. Hence, Algorithm 1 can be used to solve the relaxed problem for a given state space
relaxation Sm, simply by replacing n by m.

A natural dynamic strategy to update the state space derives from the above discussion. If
solving the problem on a smaller state space Sm allows us to find a feasible solution to the original
problem, this solution is also optimum and we stop. Otherwise, when the best solution in Sm
is not feasible in Sn, the state-space Sm is expanded. The state space expansion is dictated by
a violated demand constraint (13) for a given item i: an extra dimension is added to Sm by
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considering Im`1 “ ImYtiu. Such dynamic state space expansion is a well-known technique used
on scheduling problem for instance (see Ibaraki and Nakamura [10]).

Sn

sn1 •

sn2 •
sn3 •

sn4 •
sn5 •

sn6 •

F
NF

Sm

•sm1
•sm2

•sm3

F
NF

Figure 7: Example of the projection of feasible (F) and non feasible (NF) states in Sn to Sm. In
this example, non feasible state sn4 becomes a feasible state in Sm.

Our approach starts with Im “ H for m “ 0. The associated mapping function projects
extended state space into state space of the unbounded dynamic program. At iteration m, a
new set Im`1 is obtained by adding one overproduced item to Im. The process is repeated until
the solution produced at iteration m admits a feasible expansion in Sn. Obviously, the method
converges toward the optimal value after at most n ` 1 iterations. The dynamic program used
at iteration m can be represented by a hyperflow in an extended hypergraph Gm “ pVm,Amq in
which every vertex is of the form vm “ pv0,Qmq P Vm. In our implementation, vector Qm has
dimension n, but we set Qmi “ 0 for all i R Im, while keeping track of an index set Im associated
to the current iteration m. Although such procedure could rely on applying Algorithm 1 (with
n replaced by m) at each state m, one can do better than restart from scratch at each iteration.
Moreover, one can take advantage of filtering methods to reduce the hypergraph size at each
iteration.

5.4. Iterative labelling, combining state space relaxation and filtering
To implement decremental state space relaxation intelligently we need to warm-start iteration

m with the inputs from iteration pm´ 1q. Note that the projection relation between hypergraphs
Gm´1 and Gm is simply defined by associating a vertex vm “ pv0,Qmq to its projection vm´1 “

pv0,Qm´1q by setting Qm´1
i “ Qmi for all i P Im´1 and Qm´1

i “ 0 otherwise. Similarly, a
hyperarc am can be projected on the hyperarc am´1 that is defined by its projected tails and
head. Moreover, let us recall that each vertex vm (resp. vm´1) is associated to a unique label
Lm (resp. Lm´1) given that we maintain weak dominance at all time, recording only the partial
solution with best profit value.

The main motivation for warm-starting is to take advantage of filtering done up to iteration
pm´ 1q to limit the hypergraph building effort at iteration m. However, there are two important
remarks to be aware of in such incremental scheme.

1. The dominance rule is valid only within the current iteration: i.e. labels that are dominated
at iteration pm´ 1q can become non-dominated at iteration m, once a new item is recorded
in the production vector. Hence, we must keep dominated labels L from iteration pm´1q to
build extensions at iteration m. In practice, in our implementation, instead of keeping track
of a dominated label L from iteration pm ´ 1q, we record all hyperarcs apLq from iteration
pm´1q, having both dominated and non-dominated labels as heads, but only non-dominated
labels as tails. These hyperarcs are recorded in containers Mm´1pa0q if they projected to
a0 P A0. We consider all of them in building extensions.
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2. Elimination of labels by the strong dominance check is not compatible with Lagrangian
filtering when Lagrangian multipliers are used, i.e., when π ‰ 0. Indeed, dominance is
evaluated based on the true profit value with π “ 0. While in Lagrangian filtering, we
use reduced cost for Lagrangian multipliers π up to the tails and beyond the head node;
this evaluation is not correct if intermediate nodes have been eliminated through dominance
using the true cost measure. Hence, when the strong dominance check is used (i.e.. when
parameter EnforceDominance is true), one can only apply plain filtering for π “ 0 to ensure
compatibility between cost measures. Thus, we shall consider two implementation strategies
whether parameter EnforceDominance is true or not.

This being said observe that filtering done in iteration pm ´ 1q, for a fixed set of Lagrangian
multipliers π, remains valid in iteration m and further iterations for the same π. Consider that
Lagrangian cost filtering is applied to Gm,m ą 0 in the same way as for G0. If a hyperarc
am´1 P Am´1 is filtered out, then any hyperarc ar P Ar for r ě m, that projects onto am´1 can
be filtered out too. First, observe that if vm´1 P Vm´1 is the projection at iteration pm ´ 1q of
vr P Vr, for any iteration r : m ď r ď n, then Uπpvm´1q ě Uπpvrq because iteration pm ´ 1q
defines a relaxation of iteration r. The equation defining Cπpvm´1q can be rewritten as:

Cπpvm´1q “ max
am´1PΓ`pvm´1q

$

&

%

CπpHpam´1qq `
ÿ

v1PT pam´1q

Uπpv1q ´ Uπpvq

,

.

-

.

Hence, in the same way as Uπpvm´1q ě Uπpvrq, it follows that Cπpvm´1q ě Cπpvrq, and
Fπpam´1q ě Fπparq which explains why any filtering at iteration m ´ 1 remains valid for any
futher iteration r : m ď r ď n.

Hence, when building hypergraph Gm from hypergraph Gm´1, we take advantage of all prepro-
cessing and filtering done up to iteration pm´1q. Our dynamic programming algorithm (23-29) is
implemented as follows. First, we apply our forward labelling algorithm of Section 5.2 to build the
hypergraph G0. Then, at each iteration m, for m “ 1, . . . , n, we start by checking if the solution
on Gm´1 obey demand constraints (13). If so, we stop. Else, we perform filtering; we increase
the iteration counter from pm´ 1q to m; and we start building hypergraph Gm. The expansions
that yield Gm are derived from the collection of label recombinations. We start by considering
a restrictive set of combinations of labels which project to non-dominated labels in Gm´1. We
define

Empam´1q “ Lmpvm´1
1 q ˆ Lmpvm´1

2 q ˆ . . .ˆ Lmpvm´1
k q (34)

as the set of elementary collections of non-dominated labels at iteration m, each of which projects
on an non-dominated label associated to a vertex vm´1

k that is a kth tail of hyperarc am´1 that
was not filtered out. Indeed, to each vertex vm´1

k is associated a set Lm of non-dominated labels
that have just been computed at the current iteration m; these buckets are already updated in
iteration m because we proceed in topological order.

Now, if we use the strong dominance rule, recall that we also have to extend non-dominated
labels which are associated to (i.e., project onto) dominated labels in Gm´1. Let L̄mpv0q be the
subset of labels in Lmpv0q associated to non-dominated labels in Gm´1. We define

Ēmpa0q “
 

Lmpv0
1q ˆ . . .ˆ Lmpv0

kq
(

z
 

L̄mpv0
1q ˆ . . .ˆ L̄mpv0

kq
(

(35)

as the set of elementary collections of labels at iteration m, each of which projects on a label of
vertex v0

k that is a kth tail of hyperarc a0 such that at least one of these labels projects on a label
dominated at iteration pm´ 1q.

The pseudo-code of our algorithm is given in Algorithm 2. We start by running the unbounded
dynamic program and performing filtering in graph G0; this initializes L0 and the incumbent
solution S˚ (see lines 2-4). At each iteration m ě 1, we first update the item set Im (lines 5-
10). Then we consider vertices v0 P V0 in topological order. For a given v0, we first check if v0

corresponds to an item i P Im or an item i R Im or to the waste vertex. We create the associated
vertex vm and update Vm with previously defined vertices (lines 12-15). In the case of vertex v0
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is not an item or the waste vertex, we are going to create new vertices based on previous iterate
transitions. For a given vertex v0 and a0 P Γ´pa0q, we consider each am´1 P Mm´1pa0q, and
we create set Empam´1q of elementary collections as explained in (34). For each such collection,
we create associated hyperarc am and update mapping M (lines 21-25). Secondly, we create
set Ēmpa0q of elementary collections as explained in (35). Again, for each such collection, we
create associated hyperarc am and update mapping M (lines 29-33). We proceed by applying
the dominance check (lines 34 and 36). Finally, once all vertices are created, we look for the best
solution S˚ at current iteration m. If this solution is feasible, we can stop. Otherwise we iterate,
starting with filtering hyperarcs am P Am to remove some of them fromMmpa0q.

The two algorithmic strategies of whether parameter EnforceDominance is true or not are
numerically evaluated below. When the dominance rule is disabled, the algorithm keeps more
vertices and hence will create more hyperarcs during the vertex expansion. On the other hand,
if dominance is used, the number of vertices is reduced but Lagrangian cost filtering will be valid
only for π “ 0, leading to eliminating fewer hyperarcs through filtering.
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Algorithm 2: Iterative Forward Labelling Algorithm
1 mÐ 0; Im ÐH, V0 “ V, A0 “ A,M0pa0q “ ta0u @a0 P A0

2 run Algorithm 1 for m “ 0, i.e., on hypergraph G0 “ GpV0,A0q associated to unbounded
problem

3 record the obtained optimal solution S˚
4 record the singleton label bucket L0pv0q “ tpp0, v0, 0qu associated with each node v0 P G0

5 while S˚ is not feasible do
6 if EnforceDominance then perform filtering on Gm
7 else perform Lagrangian filtering on Gm
8 Remove filtered-out hyperarcs am fromMmpa0q, for all a0 P A0

9 mÐ m` 1
10 add to Im an item which bound is violated in S˚
11 for v0 P V0 in topological order do
12 if Γ´pv0q “ H then
13 if v0 corresponds to an item i P Im then Lmpv0q Ð tppi, v

0, iqu
14 else if v0 corresponds to an item i R Im then Lmpv0q Ð tppi, v

0,0qu
15 else if v0 corresponds to waste then Lmpv0q Ð tp0, v0,0qu

16 else
17 for a0 P Γ´pv0q do
18 Mmpa0q Ð H

19 for am´1 PMm´1pa0q do
20 compute Empam´1q

21 for E P Empam´1q do
22 LÐ

`
ř

L1PE pL1 , v
0,
ř

L1PEQL1
˘

23 if Qm
L ď D then

24 Lmpv0q Ð Lmpv0q
Ť

tLu
25 Mmpa0q ÐMmpa0q Y tapLqu

26 if EnforceDominance then
27 for a0 P Γ´pv0q do
28 compute Ēmpa0q

29 for E P Ēmpa0q do
30 LÐ

`
ř

L1PE pL1 , v
0,
ř

L1PEQL1
˘

31 if Qm
L ď D then

32 Lmpv0q Ð Lmpv0q
Ť

tLu
33 Mmpa0q ÐMmpa0q Y tapLqu

34 use strong dominance to remove dominated labels from Lmpv0q

35 else
36 use weak dominance to remove dominated labels from Lmpv0q.

37 S˚ Ð best solution of iteration m

6. Computational results

To measure the efficiency of our methodology to solve the C-2KP-RE-4,r problem, we per-
formed computational experiments on instances from the literature and instances from industrial
applications.

The first set of test problems are two-dimensional packing instances from the literature that are
available on Beasley [1] (http://people.brunel.ac.uk/~mastjjb/jeb/orlib/cgcutinfo.html)
and Hifi [9] (ftp://cermsem.univ-paris1.fr/pub/CERMSEM/hifi/2Dcutting/2Dcutting.html).
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We partition these instances into two datasets, named CU and CW. In CU (resp. CW) instance,
the profit of an item is equal (resp. not equal) to its area. The CU dataset includes 43 instances:
2s, 3s, A1s, A2s, A3-5, STS2s, STS4s, OF1-2, W, CHL1s-4s, CHL5-7, ATP30-39, CU1-11, Hchl3s-
8s. The CW dataset includes 40 instances: HH, cgcut1-3, A1-2, STS2, STS4, CHL1-4, CW1-11,
ATP40-49, Hchl1-2, Hchl9, okp1-5.

The second set of instances are extracted from industrial cutting problems. We use problems
with stock sheets of size p500, 1000q and p1000, 2000q. The number of items in an instance can be
50, 100 and 150. We built two sets of instances called A and P . In the A set, the profit of each
item is equal to its area; while in the P datasets the profit of each item is equal to tβ1wi ˆ β2hiu
where β1 and β2 are two random real numbers in interval s0, 2s. An instance named A1000I50-X
corresponds to solving a C-2KP-RE-4,r problem on a bin of size pW,Hq “ p500, 1000q with 50
different items such that the sum of all item upper demands is equal to X. Each instance type
is instanciated 25 times. This gives us a total of 150 instances in the P and in the A dataset
respectively.

All experiments were run using a 2.5 Ghz Haswell Intel Xeon E5-2680 with 128Go of RAM. To
solve linear programs, we use solver CPLEX 12.6. The running time limit for each instance is one
hour. The goal of our experiments is fourfold: piq to evaluate the impact of the hypergraph pre-
processing rules; piiq to see how Lagrangian filtering performs; piiiq to compare the different exact
methods that we proposed; and pivq to compare our methodologies with best known approaches
from the literature.

6.1. Hypergraph simplifications
Here we analyse the impact of the hypergraph size reduction techniques of Sections 2.2 and 2.3,

for the hypergraph associated to the dynamic program for the unbounded case. In Table 1, column
(SB) indicates the size of the initial hypergraph associated with dynamic recursion (1)-(5) and
(8) when using symmetry breaking techniques, (PR) indicates the reduction in the size reported
in (SB) when using plate size reduction, while (V S) indicates the reduction obtained with the
vertex smoothing technique. For each dataset, we provide the geometric mean of the number of
vertices V0 and hyperarcs A0 using symmetry breaking (SB) techniques. Then for (PR) and
(V S) configurations, we report the ratio of the number of removed vertices and hyperarcs to their
number in the (SB) reference. The time t (in seconds) required to build the hypergraph is given
in the right-hand part of the table.

V0 A0 t
Dataset SB PR V S SB PR V S SB PR V S
CU (43) 5409 60% 65% 26543 30% 31% 0.1 0.1 0.1
CW (40) 6524 61% 66% 33678 29% 31% 0.1 0.1 0.1
A1000I50 (25) 33355 58% 62% 310530 23% 23% 0.2 0.2 0.2
A1000I100 (25) 75903 50% 55% 1175576 12% 13% 0.6 0.7 0.8
A1000I150 (25) 121832 45% 51% 2550405 8% 8% 1.3 1.5 1.6
A2000I50 (25) 60809 60% 63% 658663 26% 26% 0.4 0.4 0.4
A2000I100 (25) 145785 53% 57% 2583929 16% 16% 1.4 1.5 1.6
A2000I150 (25) 235397 49% 54% 5598561 11% 11% 2.8 3.2 3.4
P1000I50 (25) 27027 60% 64% 230196 25% 25% 0.2 0.2 0.2
P1000I100 (25) 64345 52% 56% 894146 15% 15% 0.5 0.6 0.6
P1000I150 (25) 99343 47% 52% 1912211 9% 10% 1.0 1.2 1.2
P2000I50 (25) 50191 65% 67% 454644 31% 31% 0.3 0.3 0.3
P2000I100 (25) 120522 56% 59% 1916607 19% 19% 1.0 1.1 1.2
P2000I150 (25) 193173 51% 55% 4147829 13% 13% 2.1 2.4 2.6

Table 1: Hypergraph creation results for all datasets

Observe that the hypergraph size is huge even when using symmetry breaking (SB) techniques.
Hence we do not consider building the hypergraph without symmetry breaking. When plate size
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reduction (PR) is applied, the hypergraph building time increases a little whereas its size is reduced
by half in terms of vertices. Finally, the vertex smoothing rule (V S) does not contribute to reduce
the hypergraph size. Indeed the number of vertices decreases but the number of hyperarcs is nearly
the same as when the hypergraph is built with the plate reduction technique (PR). Nevertheless
hypergraph building is a one time operation and it is worthwhile to work at obtaining the most
compact one as hypergraph traversals are performed many times during lagrangian cost filtering
or labelling algorithms. In the light of those results, all further experiments will be made with
hypergraphs with all possible simplifications.

6.2. Lagrangian cost filtering procedures
Here, we compare the Lagrangian filtering methods presented in Section 4.3. We refer to

column generation (CG) and column-and-row generation (CRG) to denote the way in which we
compute Lagrangian multipliers. We tried to measure the efficiency of the subgradient but we
failed to produce an implementation with a good performance. Our results are given in Table 2.
For each dataset, we report the average gap (gap) between the dual bound and our primal bound.
The latter is computed with a genetic algorithm inspired from Hadjiconstantinou and Iori [7].
In the left-hand part of the Table, for each filtering procedure, we detail the average percentage
of filtered out hyperarcs when filtering is performed only in preprocessing with zero multipliers
(π0 “ 0), when filtering occurs in preprocessing and with optimal multipliers (π˚) and thirdly
(@π) when filtering is applied for each multipliers obtained at each iteration of the (CG) or (CRG)
methods. In the right-hand part of the Table, we report the average total time required to filter
the hypergraph depending on (CG) and (CRG) methods. Notation (tpp) denotes the average time
required to build the hypergraph and to run our genetic algorithm. At the bottom of the Table,
we indicate the geometric mean (GM) on A and P datasets. All reported times are rounded-up.
In column generation and row-and-column generation, linear programs are solved by CPLEX 12.6
running on a single core.

% filtered hyperarcs t
CG CRG CG CRG

Dataset gap π0 π˚ @π π˚ @π tpp π0 π˚ @π π˚ @π
CU (43) 1.0% 69 71 72 72 73 0.3 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.3
CW (40) 2.5% 65 77 79 77 78 0.3 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.2
A1000I50 (25) 1.6% 42 45 44 45 44 0.8 0.1 0.4 0.7 0.4 0.8
A1000I100 (25) 1.0% 51 52 52 52 52 2.3 0.4 1.0 1.9 1.1 2.2
A1000150 (25) 0.9% 51 51 51 51 51 4.4 0.9 2.1 3.9 2.2 4.5
A2000I50 (25) 1.7% 37 39 39 39 39 1.1 0.2 0.7 1.6 0.7 1.7
A2000I100 (25) 1.2% 48 48 48 48 48 3.4 0.8 2.4 4.9 2.4 5.2
A2000I150 (25) 0.9% 49 49 49 49 49 6.8 1.8 4.8 9.8 5.0 11.1
P1000I50 (25) 3.3% 31 65 67 65 66 0.8 0.1 0.6 0.9 0.5 0.9
P1000I100 (25) 2.9% 41 88 89 88 89 2.3 0.3 1.3 1.8 1.1 2.1
P1000I150 (25) 3.4% 39 80 81 80 81 4.7 0.6 2.7 4.7 2.3 4.9
P2000I50 (25) 3.8% 25 64 66 64 65 1.1 0.1 0.9 1.6 0.7 1.6
P2000I100 (25) 4.9% 21 66 67 66 66 3.5 0.5 3.7 8.6 3.0 7.9
P2000I150 (25) 3.7% 37 76 77 76 77 6.6 1.2 6.5 13.5 5.3 13.0
GM(A) 1.2% 46 47 47 47 47 2.4 0.4 1.4 2.7 1.4 3.0
GM(P) 3.6% 31 73 74 73 74 2.5 0.3 1.8 3.3 1.5 3.4

Table 2: Percentage of filtered hyperarcs for each filtering procedure

From the results of Table 2, we observe that it is enough to perform only one filtering pass (π0)
when the profit of each item is equal to its area (CU and A datasets). On the other hand, when
the profit of each item is not related to its area (CW and P datasets), it is relevant to perform
filtering with optimal multipliers value or with different multiplier values (π˚, @π). The algorithm
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to obtain multiplier values (π˚, @π) do not seem to have an impact on the number of filtered
hyperarcs. But, performing filtering for all valid multipliers (@π) does not improve considerably
the number of filtered hyperarcs, while it increases the computation time. For CU and A datasets,
column generation (CG) is the fastest method to filter the hypergraph. However, because of slow
convergence on other datasets, row-and-column generation (CRG) is to be prefered. In summary,
using all multipliers (@π) to filter the hypergraph is rarely useful; filtering with null multipliers
(π0) is enough to get a reduced hypergraph for CU and A datasets; while when working on CW
and P datasets, it is best to use (π˚) and compute it with row-and-column generation (CRG). In
the sequel, we use filtering according to these conclusions.

6.3. Exact methods
We now compare the performances of the different exact methods described in the paper.

In Table 3, MIP refers to solving the problem directly by feeding the ILP formulation given
in Section 3 to the MIP solver of CPLEX 12.6. Notation RLS (resp. DLS) refers to solving
the problem with the iterative labelling algorithm of Section 5.4 without strong dominance check
(resp. with strong dominance check), i.e., with parameter EnforceDominance set to false (resp.
true). Table 3 contains geometric means of the total time required to solved the problem with
respectively the MIP , RLS and the DLS methods (notations ttMIP , ttRLS and ttDLS) without
and with filtering. Recall that when filtering is used along with dominance, then Lagrangian
multipliers are not optimized, i.e., we then use π “ 0. The algorithms are tested in three modes:
using a single core without performing filtering, using a single core with filtering and using all
the eight cores on our machine. The right side of Table 3 reports results using filtering together
with the eight-core parallel machine. Time tpp denotes the geometric mean time required to build
the hypergraph, to find an incumbent solution, and to perform filtering. All reported times are
rounded up.

When using iterative labelling, we enable a basic heuristic that looks for an improving incum-
bent solution among generated labels. At the end of every iteration m, this heuristic retrieves the
solutions corresponding to all labels L P Lmpt0q, t0 being the sink of G0, such that pL is greater
than the current primal (lower) bound. If a solution from this set is feasible, the primal bound is
updated. Note also, that in both RLS and DLS, Lagrangian filtering with π ‰ 0 is applied only
for graph G0. In other iterations (m ą 0), only filtering with π “ 0 was used.

no filtering filtering filtering and parallelism
Dataset tpp ttMIP ttRLS ttDLS tpp ttMIP ttRLS ttDLS tpp ttMIP ttRLS ttDLS
CU (43) 0.1 7.3 1.1 0.3 0.2 0.6 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.5 0.2 0.2
CW (40) 0.1 11.3 0.6 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3
A1000I50 (25) 0.2 340.8 961.3 31.7 0.8 177.1 5.4 3.6 0.8 60.1 4.6 2.7
A1000I100 (25) 0.8 2066.9 2051.9 50.9 2.5 914.5 12.5 10.9 2.6 356.7 10 7.6
A1000150 (25) 1.6 3482.9 2974.2 171 5.2 2470.2 17.2 23.8 5.3 996.9 14.1 16.1
A2000I50 (25) 0.4 1321.8 2409 417.8 1.2 861.6 24.6 17.6 1.2 325 20.8 12.1
A2000I100 (25) 1.6 3188.6 3600 153.5 4 1896 25.2 26.8 4.2 1047.2 20.1 18.1
A2000I150 (25) 3.4 3600 2944.8 157 8.4 2825.7 33.8 42.5 8.7 2295.7 26.9 28.7
P1000I50 (25) 0.2 484.3 102.7 88.8 1 24.1 2.6 3.8 1 11.1 2.3 3.2
P1000I100 (25) 0.6 1583.9 119.3 51.2 2.9 7.1 3.2 3.2 3 5.1 3.2 3.3
P1000I150 (25) 1.2 2998.2 441.5 279 6.5 118.6 14 15.9 6.4 71.9 12.1 12.6
P2000I50 (25) 0.3 1029.1 273 258.1 1.6 103.4 11.6 19.1 1.5 52.3 9.3 14.3
P2000I100 (25) 1.2 2870.2 1434.2 714.8 5.7 725.4 95.6 117.5 4.9 362.7 82.9 97.4
P2000I150 (25) 2.6 3422.7 445.9 287.5 10.8 74.2 16.2 16.9 10 59.8 14 14.3
GM(A) 0.9 1827.3 2304.6 118.6 2.7 1107.6 17.0 16.3 2.8 505.6 13.9 11.3
GM(P) 0.7 1689.4 313.2 201.7 3.5 69.5 11.3 13.9 3.3 40.8 9.9 11.8

Table 3: Solving time for each exact method for all datasets
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For all datasets, Lagrangian filtering greatly improves the computation time. Altough extra
computation time is required to obtain an incumbent solution and to perform filtering, the number
of filtered hyperarcs leads to an advantage for the exact method. RLS and DLS methods are
competitive when solving CU, CW and A datasets. On the P datasets, the RLS method is the
fastest. The MIP approach gives the worst results. Parallelism allows to obtain a slight time
saving for the RLS and the DLS methods, while a major time reduction occurs when using the
MIP approach. However, the parallel MIP method is slower than the single-core RLS and DLS
methods.

Beyond computation time comparison, it is interesting to count the number of solved instances
by each method. Such results are reported in Table 4. Notations nbs, nbf and nbns are the number
of solved instances for a given method, the number of cases where the method is the fastest and
the number of instances that are not solved by any of the methods. We observe that, when no
filtering is used, the DLS method solves most of the problem instances for A dataset. Results are
not very conclusive on P datasets because one third of the instances are not solved. Nevertheless,
when filtering is used, all but one instance are solved in the A dataset; while 20 are unsolved in P
dataset. We conclude that our labelling algorithms are efficient to solve our problem contrary to
the MIP approach.

no filtering with filtering
MIP RLS DLS MIP RLS DLS

Dataset nbs nbf nbs nbf nbs nbf nbns nbs nbf nbs nbf nbs nbf nbns
CU (43) 42 5 32 9 39 28 1 42 2 41 22 41 19 0
CW (40) 39 2 36 11 38 27 0 40 6 40 28 40 6 0
A1000I50 (25) 25 4 6 0 23 21 0 25 0 25 7 25 18 0
A1000I100 (25) 12 0 3 0 23 23 2 18 0 25 10 25 15 0
A1000150 (25) 3 0 2 0 24 24 1 6 0 25 17 25 8 0
A2000I50 (25) 16 5 2 0 15 13 7 17 0 22 5 24 19 1
A2000I100 (25) 3 0 0 0 22 22 3 8 0 25 18 25 7 0
A2000I150 (25) 0 0 2 0 25 25 0 3 0 25 13 25 12 0
P1000I50 (25) 17 2 15 4 17 12 7 19 1 23 19 21 3 2
P1000I100 (25) 13 0 14 3 22 19 3 22 3 22 14 22 5 3
P1000I150 (25) 4 0 10 4 15 11 10 14 0 24 16 25 9 0
P2000I50 (25) 14 2 13 8 13 5 10 15 0 21 19 18 2 4
P2000I100 (25) 4 0 6 0 12 12 13 10 0 17 11 17 6 8
P2000I150 (25) 1 0 10 6 14 8 11 11 2 22 11 21 9 3
TotalA(150) 59 9 15 0 132 128 13 77 0 147 70 149 79 1
TotalP (150) 53 4 68 25 93 67 54 91 6 129 90 124 34 20

Table 4: Number of solved instances for all methods with and without filtering on a single core
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RLS DLS
Dataset nbs nbit nblp/104q nbhp/105q nbit nblp/104q nbhp/105q

CU (43) 29 4.2 1.24 0.32 4.5 1.48 0.26
CW (40) 31 3.8 0.57 0.16 3.8 0.52 0.11
A1000I50 (25) 9 9.1 122.12 115.18 9.1 29.33 9.28
A1000I100 (25) 6 5.9 125.79 259.59 5.9 24.58 11.55
A1000I150 (25) 2 5.5 132.75 661.65 11.3 151.96 67.50
A2000I50 (25) 5 8.8 127.28 125.04 8.8 51.08 19.28
A2000I100 (25) 6 11.6 1819.03 3481.48 11.6 137.59 59.99
A2000I150 (25) 4 6.8 296.69 1380.32 6.8 75.34 57.12
P1000I50 (25) 18 5.9 3.41 1.64 5.9 5.78 2.29
P1000I100 (25) 17 7.1 8.92 6.08 7.1 15.47 7.17
P1000I150 (25) 20 6.4 7.82 4.81 6.4 14.42 5.49
P2000I50 (25) 16 5.9 4.25 2.30 5.9 6.12 2.78
P2000I100 (25) 13 6.4 32.03 35.99 6.4 55.94 35.36
P2000I150 (25) 12 5.6 6.54 3.74 5.6 9.55 4.01

Table 5: Number of labels and hyperarcs for both label setting algorithms

To further analyse the performance of dynamic programming, we measure the number of labels
created during the solution process. To clarify the comparison between algorithms, we disable our
heuristic that looks for an improving incumbent solution among labels at the sink node. Results
are reported in Table 5. For each dataset, we outline the number of instances (nbs) solved by
both labelling algorithms. Note that this number is smaller than in Table 4, as the heuristic was
disabled. The comparison of Table 5 carries on those solved instances. We report the geometric
mean of the number of iterations (nbit) (i.e., number of phases m), the number of labels (nbl),
and the number of hyperarcs (nbh). All values are rounded-up. We observe that the number
of labels and hyperarcs created by the DLS method is smaller than those for the RLS method
on CU, CW and A datasets. However the RLS method performs better on P datasets. This is
somehow conter-intuitive that the strong dominance produces more labels and hyperarcs than the
weak dominance. The explanation is to be found in the combination with filtering. Having more
labels and thus more hyperarcs in first iterations allows one to filter more hyperarcs. Then, every
additional filtered hyperarc in a “smaller dimension” iteration, filters implicitly many hyperarcs
in a “larger dimension” iterations which project on the former. Thus, filtering combined with the
weak dominance may be more efficient in comparison with the strong dominance, even if the same
incumbent and the same vector π are used.

The difference between the number of iterations in DLS and RLS for instances A1000I150
can also be explained by a larger number of labels when the weak dominance is applied. At the
sink node, we have a larger number of labels with the best cost. Thus, probability of choosing a
label which corresponds to a feasible solution is different. If the feasible label is chosen in RLS
and unfeasible one is chosen in DLS, the later needs more iterations to converge.

6.4. Classical litterature problem experiments
We proceed to compare our exact approaches with the best results of the literature for the

C-2KP-NR-8,f and the C-2KP-R-2,f problems in the following two subsections.

6.4.1. The any-stage problem
For the C-2KP-NR-8,f problem, we compare here our hypergraph approaches to the best to

our knowledge method of the literature which is the Recursive Procedure developed by Dolatabadi
et al. [5]. For our comparison, these authors kindly provided their code. We ran it on all previous
tested datasets. We also compare our methodologies on the UU dataset that contains the gcut1-13
instances of the literature.

The comparative results of Table 6 carry first on CU, CW and UU datasets. Time (tt) denotes
the geometric average of total time spent to solve all instances in a dataset. This includes the
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time required to build the hypergraph, to filter it and to solve the problem with our labelling
algorithms for RLS and DLS methods Notation (nbs) refers to the number of instances solved
within the time limit of one hour in a dataset. The incumbent solutions that we use are taken
from Dolatabadi et al. [5] or are obtained by solving the associated C-2KP-RE-4,f problem.

RLS DLS RP
Dataset nbs tt nbs tt nbs tt
CU (43) 43 0.4 43 0.4 43 0.2
CW (40) 38 0.9 38 0.9 39 0.9
UW (13) 12 0.1 12 0.1 12 1.3
A1000I50 (25) 20 238.5 22 245.9 25 10.8
A1000I100 (25) 19 261 21 320 25 9.5
A1000I150 (25) 24 260.7 22 400.2 25 7
A2000I50 (25) 11 1103.8 13 1351.8 25 87.8
A2000I100 (25) 13 1236.4 11 1535.7 25 90.9
A2000I150 (25) 14 1679.2 12 2068.2 25 76
P1000I50 (25) 12 478.3 12 479.4 4 1767.6
P1000I100 (25) 12 592.3 14 575.2 7 1259.4
P1000I150 (25) 7 1305.7 7 1291.7 4 2346.9
P2000I50 (25) 6 1400.9 6 1407.2 2 3140.2
P2000I100 (25) 3 2898.5 5 2816.5 1 3576.5
P2000I150 (25) 6 2075.1 8 2012.5 5 2156.7

Table 6: Computational time for each exact methods for the any-stage problem

It is difficult to compare approaches using CU, CW, and UU datasets as the solving time
is very small. We therefore perform the comparison on our datasets. When focusing on the A
dataset, our exact methods performance is worse than for the RP method. On the opposite, our
approach is better on P dataset. From those results, we conclude that our approach, that was
designed for the C-2KP-RE-4,r problem, does not work well on the A dataset like problems of
class C-2KP-NR-8,f. As a possible future research direction, one may try to improve our labelling
algorithms for the any-stage case of the problem.

6.4.2. The two-stage problem
For the C-2KP-RE-2,f problem, we compare our results to the approaches based on ILP for-

mulations (called M1 and M2) described in Lodi and Monaci [12], which are the best approaches
of the literature to our knowledge. For each dataset, we run our labelling algorithms and compare
the results to using models M1 and M2. The results are reported in Table 7. We refer to ttM1 and
ttM2 as the geometric mean time required to solve models M1 and M2 respectively. All reported
times are rounded-up.
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Dataset ttRLS ttDLS ttM1 ttM2

CU (43) 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1
CW (40) 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1
A1000I50 (25) 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1
A1000I100 (25) 0.2 0.2 0.4 0.2
A1000I150 (25) 0.3 0.3 0.8 0.3
A2000I50 (25) 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1
A2000I100 (25) 0.3 0.3 0.2 0.1
A2000I150 (25) 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.2
P1000I50 (25) 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1
P1000I100 (25) 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.1
P1000I150 (25) 0.3 0.3 0.4 0.2
P2000I50 (25) 0.2 0.2 0.1 0.1
P2000I100 (25) 0.4 0.3 0.2 0.1
P2000I150 (25) 0.6 0.5 0.3 0.2
GM(A) 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.2
GM(P) 0.3 0.2 0.2 0.1

Table 7: Solving time for each exact methods for the two-stage problem

Computation times presented in Table 7 outline that our methodology is competitive with
best literature approaches. However, running times are small for all the methods tested, so the
two-stage variant of the problem is easy to solve.

7. Conclusion

We have developed a mixed integer programming and a dynamic programming based exact
solution method for the two-dimensionnal knapsack problem, considering the exact guillotine-cut
variant with bounded production and four cutting stages. Our labelling algorithm for the un-
bounded case is shown to admit a network flow representation in a hypergraph. To handle the
huge size of the hypergraph, we develop preprocessing techniques and a filtering procedure, fixing
hyperarcs by reduced cost after a Lagrangian relaxation of the production bounds. From there,
we derive three algorithms: piq solving a max-cost flow formulation in the reduced size hypergraph
with side constraint to enforce production bounds; piiq adapting our dynamic programming recur-
sion to the bounded case, by extending the state space dynamically and applying filtering; piiiq
a variant of the latter where a strong dominance rule is applied at the expense of using a weaker
filtering procedure (based on the true arc costs instead of using reduced costs). We have numeri-
cally demonstrated the positive impact of preprocessing, filtering and dominance procedures. Our
dynamic programs are shown to provide exact solution to relatively large size industrial instances
in most cases. The comparison of our methods to existing results of the literature on different
problem variants (any-stage and two-stage) show that our method does resonnably well there too.
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